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Talleres de Escoriaza, S.A.U. es el fabricante y proveedor líder en soluciones de cierre y tecnología de control de accesos,
dirigida a los mercados residencial e institucional.

El Grupo ASSA ABLOY es líder mundial en la fabricación y suministro de soluciones de cierre,
siendo capaz de satisfacer al consumidor más exigente en materia de seguridad y facilidad de uso.

El Grupo cuenta con cerca de 30.000 empleados y unas ventas anuales de unos 3.000 millones de euros.

ELECTRONIC CYLINDERELECTRONIC CYLINDER



IDENTIFICATION TECHNOLOGY
Maximum security for your company

Read and write contact chip.
Great storage and data protection capacity.
Transmission of data between the cylinder
and the key is encrypted.

TESA ELECTRONIC CYLINDER
Here comes the smart cylinder

Design and functionality

Incorporating a very easy to replace power battery
in the upper side.
Featuring a real time clock. When you insert the 
key, events are registered with the exact time and
date.
The key doesn’t require mechanical pins. You can
have replacement keys that can easily be recorded
and added to the installation.
A LED in the upper side informs the user whether
access has been allowed (green) or denied (red), 
gives low battery warning (flashing), etc.

The best access to multiple advantages

TESA ELECTRONIC KEY

Design and functionality

Instant installation, the same as with a mechanical
cylinder.
Cylinders don’t require power supply. The key will
supply the energy to open.
Access Control Features: User identification, access
restriction depending on time zones, register of 
events, automatic cancellation of lost or stolen
keys.

Security and convenience

All the control elements are protected inside the 
cylinder: control unit, reader and motorized clutch.
Outdoors versions of the electronic cylinder are 
waterproof and can resist severe climatic conditions.
If the turn of the cylinder is forced with a non-valid
key, this will break before the opening. 
The locking mechanism is purely electronic - no 
mechanical pins are needed.
It is possible to combine in one installation TESA’s
electronic and mechanical cylinders.

Security and convenience

The key has non-volatile memory. No information 
will be lost when battery runs out or is replaced.
Protected data prevents from key duplication.
A unique blue authorisation key for each installation
guarantees that only the person in charge 
will be able to record keys and cylinders and to 
effect changes in the system.



Half Electronic Electronic-Mechanical

Electronic-Electronic Electronic-Turn Button

Technical Features of the Electronic Cylinder

 Types of Cylinders
All the necessary elements (control unit, reader and motorized clutch) are located in one side of the cylinder with
a minimum length of 35mm.

Technical Features of the Electronic Key

 Types of Keys

 Change of battery
The key’s chip has non-volatile memory. However, if battery runs out, the clock will stop. Once we have
replaced the battery, we will update the time and date with the portable programmer..

How to extract the battery lid.

Using a screwdriver or any other object that can be used as a lever, we will extract
the lid in the opposite side to where the LED is located.

Insert battery.

Insert the battery with the positive side looking upwards.
Once inserted, the key has the power supply required and has gone back to the
“Initial State”. It will only open non-programmed cylinders.

Encode the key.

To assign the key to a user, we will have to encode it from the software using the Portable
Programmer (see user manual).

 Options

Version

For indoors-type doors.Standard

Waterproof. Designed with an internal draining system.
All the electronic elements have been siliconed and protected with a
sealing joint.
IP54 degree of protection for humidity and condensation.

Outdoors

Lengths

35mm in any side.Minimum length

every 5mm  in any side with a total maximum (both sides) of 120 mm, or 80 mm
for one side only.

Supplements

 Technical Features

Control unit

Power Supply

Non-volatile memory in order to store the locking plan and the register of events of the installation.
Able to recognize up to 1,500 Users and 1,000 events (register of openings).
14 time zones with five time periods each.
Calendar with the installation’s holidays and summer/winter time changes.

Standard button battery (the CR 2032 type) placed in the key..

Up to 85% without condensation.Humidity

Temperature -20ºC / 70ºC.

 Functioning Conditions

 Technical Features

95 x 36 x 9mm.Dimensions

Technology Contact chip.

Power supply Type of battery: CR 2032 Li-Mn 3V.
Estimated duration: >10.000 Operations.

Warning LED
Green LED: Authorized access.
Red LED: Denied access.
Flashing LED: Low battery warning..

Up to 85% without condensation.Humidity

Temperature 0ºC / 70ºC.

 Functioning conditions

TX80  cutted keyNeutral key

 Low battery warning
The key will warn us that the battery is starting to run out through the warning LED, which will send
red flashes. Battery will have to be changed as soon as possible.

Finishes

Nickel

PVD polished brass

Neutral key (not cutted) for installations with electronic cylinders.

T80 cutted key Combines with T80 system mechanical cylinders.

TX80 cutted key Combines with TX80 system mechanical cylinders.

T80  cutted key



ITXE7SWN1NM ITXE7SWN2NMITXE2SWN2NMITXE2SWN1NM

Compatibility with TESA Products

 Mechanical Cylinders

T80 System. The electronic key can be cutted in TESA or by the Distributor. TS keyway Estría TS.

TX80 System. The electronic key can only be cutted++ in TESA. SE keyway. Estría SE.

 Titanium Series Padlocks
Maximum physical attack resistance.
Masterkeyable.
Tempered and chromed steel body.
Hytrel protective lid.
Hardened stainless ball bearings locking the shakle
Non-extractable key with open padlock.
Mod. CT60AP: with raised shoulders provide the highest level
of security and protection
STX electronic cylinder.

 Access Range Knobs
The new range of Access knobs presents a solution for every kind of door:

Wooden doors.
 Narrow stile doors.
 Glass doors.
 Doors at exits.

Add to all this the most innovative design presented by the various models of Access knobs:

The exterior knob is fixed, and must be open with the key. The inside knob is free.
Heavy duty mechanism for residential and commercial applications.

CT60 model

colecciónaccess

Coma Luna Mira Neva

 Electric boxes
As we can use a half electronic cylinder (dimensions: 35x10 mm.), this allows us to install it
with a wide range of electric boxes available in TESA’s catalogue.

Electric box 686
Model without return. The key turns and activates the micro-commuter.
Model with return. The key turns, activates the micro-commuter and goes back to the initial position.
Options:
1M: 1 micro-commuter.
1 L: 1 micro + warning light.
2M: 2 micro-commuters.
2L: 2 micro + warning light.

Electric box 686 with an emergency stop and protection
In order to press the BUTTON and interrupt the circuit, we must first withdraw the protection.
To unlock the BUTTON we must turn it to the right. BUTTON: micro normally closed.
Application: Unlocking of emergency exits held by electromagnetics.

Electric box 686 with an Stop button
When we press STOP, the circuit is interrupted; when we stop pressing, the circuit is closed again.
STOP: micro normally closed.
Application: Mechanical stairs and ramps, automatic doors, etc.

 Security escutcheons
Outdoors Escutcheons E210 and E700
They incorporate a sealing joint between the escutcheon and the door leaf, a draining system and a protective lid.

1ME: 1 micro without return.
1LE: 1 micro + light + without return.
2ME: 2 micro+without return.
2LE: 2 micro+light+return.

ITXE2SWN1NM For narrow stiles; fixed from the inside.

ITXE2SWN2NM For narrow stiles; fixed from the outside.

ITXE7SWN1NM Wooden doors, fixed from the inside.

ITXE7SWN2NM Wooden doors, fixed from the outside.

E800 High Security Escutcheon

E80026AI/PVD Antidrill, tempered steel protection, fixed from the inside.

T80

CT60AP model

Electric box 686 Electric box 686 with an
emergency stop and protection

Electric box 686 with Stop
button

TX80


